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With a shorthanded Wilton wrestling team having to forfeit six matches the final result was never

really in question for Greenwich, but coach George Albano was still relieved to see his 152- and

160-pound wrestlers earn pin falls when the scoring actually got close at one point.

The Cardinals were able to use the forfeits and a few well-placed wins to defeat the Warriors 57-16

Wednesday night.

"Because of the forfeits the team match was never in question but for our mindset for the rest of the

season it was great for our individual winners," Albano said. "Eric Tack at 152 and (Michael) Gestal at

160, I think for their individual sake it was good for them to have a solid match under their belt."

Beginning at 220 the Cardinals won four of the first five matches by forfeit, with 113 pounder Mark

Chien earning a technical fall in the fourth match of the evening.

Greenwich led 29-0 at that point and even four straight Wilton victories could not pull them even.

Esteban Garcia beat Jack Benenson 16-4 at 126, Eric Strazza defeated Ben Jones 7-0 at 132, Brendan

Sweeney won 11-8 over Jack Freiheit and Andrew Sakamoto pinned Michael McCafferty with four

seconds left in the second period.

The four straight wins got Wilton to within 29-16 but with several wrestlers out due to injury or illness,

coach John Foldeak knew it would be an uphill battle.

"There is not much we can do about forfeits right now," Foldeak said. "We wrestled eight matches and

we went 4-4. If you count that as a dual meet, we lost 21-17, so, that's how we are looking at it. We

have room for improvement but out of those eight kids we have one freshman, two juniors and five

seniors. We are a very experienced team where we have bodies."

With his team needing to stop the Wilton momentum, Tack pinned Ken Pokora with 1:33 left in he

second and Gestal pinned John Walsh with 1:24 left in the third. Wilton then forfeited two of the final

three matches with Greenwich's Grant Cucchissi picking up a 9-1 win over Jon Luse at 182.

The Cardinals are gearing up for a meet against John Jay and Fairfield Warde this Saturday which

should help gauge the success this team will have moving forward.

Albano knows there is work to be done, but was encourage by what he saw from his wrestlers.

"I think if you look at the matches tonight, they had a little more experience than we were at some

spots," Albano said. "That being said, we are not exactly where we want to be at this point in the

season but I think we are improving and I think we are working hard and all of those are ingredients

for success later on down the road."
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Greenwich 57, Wilton 16

220: G Thomas Williams FFT; 285 G Michael Fahy FFT ; 106 G Michael Russell FFT; 113 G Mark

Chien tech. fall Quinn Reedy, 17-1; 120 G Alex Margeotes FFT; 126 W Esteban Garcia def. Jack

Benenson 16-4; 132 Eric Strazza def. Ben Jones 7-0; 138 W Brendan Sweeney def. Jack Freiheit 11-8;

145 W Andrew Sakamoto pin Michael McCafferty; 152 G Eric Tack pin Ken Pokora; 160 G Michael

Gestal pin John Walsh; 170 G Justin Montier FFT; 182 G Grant Cucchissi def. Jon Luse 9-1; 195 G

Mark Nielson FFT

Records: G 2-0; W 0-2
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